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the central city east area includes the area immediately south of skid row. it is bounded by gage avenue on the west, spring street on the north, sixth street on the east, and alameda street on the south. in addition to skid row, the area includes bunker hill, little tokyo, and downtown los angeles. the area has a high concentration of low-
income housing, especially federally subsidized public housing. the area covers approximately 200 acres, and is home to more than 7,000 residents. in the decades since, politicians in other cities have tried a range of anti-homeless measures, from busing people to shelters to "cleanups" of skid row; none have succeeded. even when some of

those measures have been somewhat successful, they have only been temporary, and they usually have had to be replaced with more of the same. the result has been a steady increase in the number of homeless on skid row. in april 2006, the la times reported that more than 10,000 people lived on the streets of skid row, compared to
fewer than 3,000 in 1990. in july, the city council voted unanimously to approve a $16-million plan to build a replacement for the existing salvation army shelter and an adjacent men s homeless shelter on canal street. the new facilities are scheduled to open in 2010, and the number of skid row residents who will have their homes to

themselves is expected to be roughly the same as it is now. but the new shelters will likely displace many of those who are already homeless, a development that is causing a backlash. in 1969, hoffman and his cohorts created the yippies, modeled on the mothers of the movement. the acronym, yippie, was a play on the acronym acab, or all
cops are bastards, the slogan of the black panthers. the yippies were an anarchic counterculture punk group that put on elaborate pranks, staged runs on banks and conducted an unsuccessful raid on the watergate hotel. yippies were notorious for their heroin use. the group dissolved after a year. hoffman, with his new wife, mary sue,

moved to new york and made a living selling and distributing yippie merchandise. he also wrote a column for a magazine, titled steal this book, which advocated distributing illegal drugs to the homeless as a form of civil disobedience and a way of taking back property that had been stolen from them. the book, published in 1969, became a
bestseller and hoffman found himself in demand on talk shows. a lot of people were writing about yippies and there was a lot of money involved, he told me. i also was writing about the movement. i used to go to jail all the time. its a whole other thing to be on the street. i thought i was living my life, but i was just playing a part. i wasnt really

living. they were nice words, but they were nothing more than words. i wasnt doing anything. the situation on the streets was terrible, he said. you had a lot of elderly people on the streets. they were the ones that had the jobs, but they werent happy about it. i felt so impotent. i felt like a baby trying to kick a ball. all i could do was kick my
leg. i had this moment of clarity and i realized that i could do something. it wasnt going to change anything if i went to jail, but if i just went to the streets, if i just put a mattress out and started sleeping, people would notice me. before, i had never really thought about the street. now i was in the streets, i was homeless.
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the citys motion to dismiss is a preliminary one, and the plaintiffs are entitled to argue their case. the aclu has at least two potential
remedies, and either one would work. the first is to challenge the citys anti-poverty strategy, which many experts argue is itself a failure.

the city has rejected proposals to house the homeless in self-sustaining housing and to subsidize the poorest homeless people. it has even
rejected proposals to extend the citys department of homeless services authority to skid row. the city is now considering a $15 million

purchase of land that would house 250 chronically homeless people on skid row. why should it be assumed that the homelesss behavior will
be less criminal if the city uses its money to provide housing? the aclu should argue that the program will fail to offer the homeless the

support and conditions that they need to overcome their substance abuse and other problems. the aclu should argue that the citys housing
program is counterproductive. the aclu should argue that the homeless were forced to remain on the streets to receive the $2.50 per

person per night cash assistance that the city provides to the poorest of the poor. the police have taken a clear stance against the dramatic
increase in assaults against the homeless over the past three years. by far the most frequent category of crime on the streets is assault,

says lapd deputy chief of operations steve soboroff. the city has a zero tolerance policy on assaults against the homeless. we dont tolerate
it, says deputy chief of operations steve soboroff. we have zero tolerance. however, the lapd doesnt use its anti-violence policies to harass
homeless people, soboroff says. if we see somebody breaking into a car, we dont bother them. if we see somebody smoking dope, we dont

bother them. if we see somebody with a bottle, we dont bother them. theyre free to do whatever they want. if we see somebody doing
something that is illegal, we make a stop and we address that. if we see somebody jaywalking, we make a stop and we address that. if we
see somebody selling counterfeit merchandise, we make a stop and we address that. in the homeless population, we have not seen a spike

in a history of crime. 5ec8ef588b
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